UNSW Business School

Award, Prize and Scholarship Recipients
Prizes
Undergraduate, Postgraduate, AGSM and Research

The CPA Australia Corporate Accounting Prize
Jiayi Lyu

The CPA Australia Prize for Year 1
Pui Ka Au Yeung

The CPA Australia Prize for Year 2
Peter Marshall

The CPA Australia Prize for Year 3
Ashley Muffett

The Financial Management Association of Australia Prize in Accounting
Bronson Sutton

The Financial Management Association of Australia Prize in Banking and Finance
Matthew Winfred

The FPA Prize in Financial Planning
Rakshna Man

The Productivity Comission Prize
Raphael Mu

The Professor M Weinstock Memorial Prize - 2
Aditya Nayanar

The Professor M Weinstock Memorial Prize - 1
Yijing Li

Professor Chung Sok Suh Memorial Prize
Elicia Clar Au Duong

The Julia Moore Prize in Industrial Relations
Megan Chen

The E S Wolfenden Memorial Prize
Ellora Shirodkar

The Finity Consulting Prize
Wanzhang Jing

The KPMG Actuarial Prize
Charlotte Rose Whybrow

The UniSuper Prize
Katie Sun

The CPA Australia (NSW Division) Prize
Huw James Robinson

The Gordon Cooper Memorial AM Prize in Capital Gains Tax
David Stone

The KPMG Prize
Rebecca James
Prizes
Undergraduate, Postgraduate, AGSM and Research continued

The Anton Mischewski Design for Social Innovation Prize
Leon Delpech

The Anton Mischewski Design for Social Innovation Prize
Judith Brown

The Anton Mischewski Design for Social Innovation Prize
Melanie Dye

The Anton Mischewski Design for Social Innovation Prize
Nicola Curnow

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - T1
Tarush Sunil

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - T2
Dylan Lin

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - T3
Harshini Mar

The Lusthaus Prize in Creating Social Change from Innovation to Impact - Summer
Michele Roberts

The AGSM MBA Director’s Prize for the MBA (Executive)
Simon Geoffrey Elder

The AGSM MBA Director’s Prize for the MBA (Executive)
Holly Nannette Richards

The Ariel Prize
James Wilkin

The Integritas Prize
Nicky Ou

The MBAX Prize
Edmund Timothy Li

The MBAX Prize
Louise Murray

The MBAX Prize
Kosta Dimitrios Didimitis

The MBAX Prize
Shaoling Liang

The MBAX Prize
Benjamin Michael Prior

The MBAX Prize
Jamie Andrew Stephen

The Wongsodihardjo Prize in Investment Modeling
Maxim Bosscher

Wongsodihardjo Prize in Risk Analytics Prize
Jason Moor
Scholarships

UNSW Business School Undergraduate Scholarships

Sir Walter Scott Scholarship for Leadership
Diana Faddoul

Scholarships

AGSM

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Ashish Pratap Singh

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Edward McDougall

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Fikret Sadykhov

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Lisa Marini

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Michael Nowosadko

AGSM Excellence Scholarship
Michael Youlden

AGSM Alumni Community Leader Scholarship
Jackson William Gregory

AGSM Leadership Excellence Scholarship
Elizabeth Paya Escobar

AGSM Leadership Excellence Scholarship
Reno Anthony Louis Leon

AGSM Global Reach Scholarship
Blessilda Chua

AGSM Global Reach Scholarship
Guillaume Raulin

AGSM Global Reach Scholarship
Leyi Zhang

AGSM Indigenous Leaders Scholarship
Kylie Penehoe

AGSM Indigenous Leaders Scholarship
Erica Smits

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Arjuna Samaraweera

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Erick Yarleque Carreno
Scholarships
AGSM
continued

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Jonathon Sharp

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Maddison Jacka

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Marco Brozzetti

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Roybel Ramirez

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Vanessa Bullock

AGSM MBA Accommodation Bursary
Jonathan Parrott

The AGSM MBA Director’s Prize for the MBA (Executive)
Bronwyn Joy Greene

AGSM Wandering Warriors Scholarship
Kurt Ludke

AGSM Wandering Warriors Scholarship
Samuel Rusnak

AGSM Wandering Warriors Scholarship
Nicola Hood

AGSM Military Scholarship
Aden Mann

AGSM Women in Leadership Scholarship
Ameilia Maxwell

AGSM Women in Leadership Scholarship
Hayley Bron

AGSM Women in Leadership Scholarship
Pamela Schau

AGSM Women in Leadership Scholarship
Rebecca Lake

AGSM Women in Leadership Scholarship
Vanessa Bullock

AGSM Emerging Female Leaders Scholarship
Nicky Ou